To Send a call from a Radio

Select Highway Zone (your zone)

Select Site (your site)

Inter-op Call

Talk Group Call

Unit Call

Select IO1 talk group, then after contact is made move to IO2 or IO3

Select Highway Camp Talkgroup (press select to confirm)

Press “UCall” button on radio (hold till radio beeps)

Press and hold “F1” button for ~3 seconds

Enter Radio ID #

PTT & Voice Call

To Receive a Unit Call on a radio

Hear two quick beeps, or other party voice calling?

Press “UCall” on the radio

Press PTT to talk and carry out conversation

Press “UCall” on the radio to end the conversation

SIMPLEX MODE:

Simplex is a “Site” in each “Zone” that can be used similar to a “walkie talkie”. The transmission is radio to radio and does not utilize the towers. This is sometimes referred to as “line of sight” communication and is limited to the strength of the radio. Handhelds +/- 2 kmps, vehicle radios +/- 5 kmps.

Note: IASimplex and IARepeater are for interagency use only.
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EMERGENCY

Life Threatening Situations only

Ensure you are correct Hwy Zone and site

Press & hold EMERGENCY button for two seconds (until tone is heard)

RCMP dispatcher will answer call

If initiation of call is accidental YOU MUST STILL RESPOND to dispatcher to cancel call

To end emergency call press & hold emergency button (until tone ends)

INTER-OP TALKGROUP

Each site has a dedicated I/O Talk Group that will allow emergency communications across ALL Agencies on that site.

To communicate across User Groups use the IO1 to contact radios in a different UserGroup (ie: WildFire)

Once Contact is made switch to IO2 or IO3 to continue communications.

SCAN BUTTON (F3 on handheld)

Scan will monitor inter-op and telephone talkgroups for radio traffic

To temporarily delete a nuisance channel press and hold SCAN on the mobile, while the channel is transmitting, until tone sounds (1 sec)

If SCAN is OFF you will NOT receive incoming telephone calls, however Unit to Unit call WILL work.

Discern cables before boosting!
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Radio to Telephone:

Where are you calling from?
- refer to Tele-Zone table-

Select corresponding Tele-Zone and Site on radio

Press PTT

Hear double beep?

No

Try Again

Using Truck Radio?

Using Hand Held Radio?

Push Phone Button on radio (hold till double beep)

Press * button

Hear dial tone?

No

Dialing Note (from a radio)
The system accesses the YG “Centrix” phone system in Whitehorse
- 4 digits to access YG Govt. phone numbers;
- 9-seveng digit number for local Whse calls;
- 1-867-seven digit number to call communities.

Call ringing?

No

Call Answered?

Proceed with call - to hang up hold PTT, enter “#” then “8”, release PTT

Telephone to Radio:

Which Site are you calling?

Refer to map and telephone chart

Dial phone # associated with site (include 9 prefix)

Enter 4 digit access code

Busy dial tone?

No

Ringing - then acknowledgement “BEEP”?

No

If no answer the system will time out and disconnect.

To answer a telephone call: press PTT and talk - identify yourself and user group.

Dialing Note (from a telephone)

These are not “Centrix” numbers therefore you must dial “9”, then all 7 digits.

NOTE:

- ALL YG users of the system will hear radio-telephone conversations regardless of talkgroup or usergroup settings.
- Radio-Telephone use is limited to 3 minutes maximum
- Incoming telephone calls RING on ALL YG radios regardless of user group - please be courteous and helpful when answering.

Site | Phone Number | Access Code
--- | --- | ---
Barlow Dome | 393-7588 | 057
Beaver Creek | 393-7585 | 039
Berdoe | 393-7586 | 045
Burwash | 393-7585 | 035
Canol | 393-7583 | 027
Canyon | 393-7584 | 025
Carcross | 393-7582 | 016
Chilkat | 393-7583 | 019
Dawson | 393-7586 | 016
Dezadeash | 393-7583 | 023
Distinta | 393-7591 | 085
Ehnjuu Choo Cree | 393-7592 | 093
Engineer Creek | 393-7591 | 087
Faro | 393-7590 | 077
Ferry Hill | 393-7587 | 051
Field Lake | 393-7590 | 075
Fox Lake | 393-7586 | 043
Fraser | 393-7583 | 017
Galena | 393-7587 | 055
Hazelmere | 393-7592 | 009
Horsescamp Hill | 393-7585 | 037
Ladberge | 393-7586 | 043
Mayo | 393-7587 | 053
McEvoy | 393-7589 | 069
Mickey | 393-7588 | 063
Minto | 393-7586 | 047
Murray | 393-7589 | 065
Nahanni | 393-7589 | 067
North Fork Pass | 393-7591 | 083
North Klondike River | 393-7591 | 081
Ogilvie | 393-7592 | 089
Old Crow | 393-7584 | 039
Paint Mountain | 393-7585 | 033
Pelly Crossing | 393-7587 | 049
Pringle | 393-7583 | 021
Quiet Lake | 393-7584 | 027

Site | Phone Number | Access Code
--- | --- | ---
Rancheria | 393-7581 | 003
Richardson | 393-7592 | 095
Ross River | 393-7590 | 073
Salmon | 393-7590 | 079
Scrivner Creek | 393-7592 | 071
Shelley | 393-7581 | 086
Solomon | 393-7588 | 059
South MacMurray | 393-7590 | 075
Tayish/Jubilee | 393-7582 | 015
Teslin | 393-7582 | 011
Tyers | 393-7589 | 067
Watson Lake | 393-7581 | 010
Weasel | 393-7589 | 071

Canol-Old Crow

Tele-Old Crow
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